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Foundations of Comvutational Mathematics: Selected Pavers of a Conference Held at Rio de Janeiro. Januar~t 
1997. Edited by Felipe Cucker and Michael Shub. Springer, Berlin. (1997). 441 pages. DM 128.00, 6S 934.40, 
sFr 113.00. 
Contents: 
Computing roadmaps of semi-algebraic sets on a variety (Extended abstract) (Saugata Basu, Richard Pol- 
lach and Marie-Fran~alse Roy). Essentially smooth Lipschitz functions: Compositions and chain rules (Jonathan 
M. Borwein and Warren B. Moors). Junction detecting and filtering (Vicent Caselles, Bartomeu Coll and Jean- 
Michel Morel). Recognition i  hierarchical models (Peter Dayan). Continuity ~-algebras (Extended abstract) 
(Wilson R. de Oliveira). Condition umber analysis for sparse polynomial systems (Jean-Pierre Dedieu). Residues 
in the torus and toric varieties (Alicia Dickenstein). Piecewise smooth orthonormal factors for fundamental solution 
matrices (Luca Dieci and Erik S. Van Vleck). Algorithms for computing finite semigroups (Vdronique Froidure and 
Jean-Eric Pin). Extended Grzegorczyk hierarchy in the BSS model of computability (Jean-Sylvestre Gakwaya). 
Affine~invariant symmetry sets (Peter J. Giblin and Guillermo Sapiro). On the qualitative properties of modified 
equations (O. Gonzalez and A.M. Stuart). Numerical methods on (and off) manifolds (Arieh Iserles). On one 
computational scheme solving the nonstationary Schr6dinger quation with polynomial nonlinearity (Kh.T. Khol- 
murodov, I.V. Puzynin, Yu.S. Smirnov). Newton iteration towards a cluster of polynomial zeros (Peter Kirrinnis). 
Szemerddi's regularity lemma for sparse graphs (Y. Kohayakawa). Questions on attractors of3-manifolds (Sdstenes 
Lins). A trust-region SLCP model algorithm for nonlinear programming (Josd Mario Martinez). On the height 
used by additives BSS machines (Martfn Matamala). The space complexity of elimination theory: Upper bounds 
(Guillermo Matera and Jose Maria Turull Torres). Global stochastic recursive algorithms (Sanjoy K. Mitter). Dy- 
namical recognizers: Real-time language r cognition by analog computers (Extended abstract) (Cristopher Moore). 
Solving special polynomial systems by using structured matrices and algebraic residues (Bernard Mourraln and 
Victor Y. Pan). Numerical integration of differential equations on homogeneous manifolds (Hans Munthe~Kaas 
and Antonella Zanna). A convergence proof of an iterative subspace method for eigenvalues problems (Suely 
Oliveira). Regularity of minimizers of the Mumford-Shah functional (Diego Pallara). Tests and constructions of 
irreducible polynomials over finite fields (Shuhong Gao and Daniel Panario). Numerical linear algebra in optical 
imaging (Robert J. Plemmons). Explicit symplectic integration of rod dynamics (Sebastian Reich). Toric lam- 
inations, sparse generalized characteristic polynomials, and a refinement of Hilbert's tenth problem (J. Maurice 
Rojas). Finite-dimensional feedback control of a scalar eaction diffusion equation via inertial manifold theory (Ri- 
cardo Rosa and Roger Temam). Computational aspects of Jacobian matrices (Aron Simis). Rigid body dynamics 
and measure differential inclusions (David E. Stewart). Linear decision lists and partitioning algorithms for the 
construction f neural networks (GySrgy Turin and Farrokh Vatan). Ill-posedness and finite precision arithmetic: 
A complexity analysis for interior point methods (Jorge R. Vera). Iterated commutators, Lie's reduction method 
and ordinary differential equations on matrix Lie groups (Antonella Zanna nd Hans Munthe-Kaas. 
The Scientific Enterprise in Early Modern Europe: Readinqs from Isis. Edited by Peter Dear. University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, IL (1997). 335 pages. $37.50 (cloth); $17.95 (paper). 
Contents: 
Introduction (Peter Dear). The Melanchthon circle, Rheticus, and the Wittenberg interpretation f the Coper- 
nican theory (Robert S. Westman). Laboratory design and the aim of science: Andreas Libavins versus Tycho 
Brahe (Owen Hannaway). "Good fences make good neighbors": Geography as self-definition in early modern 
England (Lesley B. Cormack). What happened to occult qualities in the scientific revolution? (Keith Hutchison). 
Galileo, motion, and essences (Margaret J. Osier). Science and patronage: Galileo and the telescope (Richard 
S. Westfall). The telescope in the seventeenth century (Albert Van Helden). Descartes on refraction: Scientific 
versus rhetorical method (Bruce Stansfield Eastwood). Early seventeenth-century atomism: Theory, epistemology, 
and the insufficiency of experiment (Christoph Meinel). Robert Boyle and structural chemistry in the seventeenth 
century (Thomas S. Kuhn). Newton's alchemy and his theory of matter (B.J.T. Dobbs). Tobius in verba: Rhetoric 
and authority in the early Royal Society (Peter Dear). The house of experiment in seventeenth-century England 
(Steven Shapin). Maria Winkelmann at the Berlin Academy: A turning point for women in science (Londa 
Schiebinger). Appendix. Articles on early modern European science in Isis, 1970-1996. Contributors and editors. 
Foucault and His Interlocutors. Edited by Arnold I. Davidson. University of Chicago Press, Chicago. (1997). 
261 pages. $30.00. 
Contents: 
Introduction (Arnold I. Davidson). I. Introductory emarks to Georges Canguilhem (Arnold I. Davidson). Re- 
port from Mr. Canguilhem on the manuscript filed by Mr. Michel Foucault, Director of the Institut Franqais of 
Hamburg, in order to obtain permission to print his principal thesis for the Doctor of Letters (Georges Canguil- 
hem). On Histoire de la folie as an event (Georges Canguilhem). Introduction to Penser la folie: Essais sur 
Michel Foucault (Georges Canguilhem). The geometry of the incommunicable: Madness (Michel Serres). '~o do 
justice to Freud": The history of madness in the age of psychoanalysis (Jacques Derrida). Madness, the absence 
of work (Michel Foucault). II. History, diagnostics, power. Human nature: Justice versus power (Michel Fou- 
cault and Noam Chomsky). Foucault revolutionizes history (Paul Veyne). Desire and pleasure (Gilles Deleuze). 
III. Introductory remarks to Pierre Hadot (Arnold I. Davidson). Forms of life and forms of discourse in ancient 
philosophy (Pierre Hadot). The final Foucault and his ethics (Paul Veyne). Writing the self (Michel Foucault). 
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